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Editorial

February, where is all the good flying weather? As I write we have had gale force winds here
in the Midlands day after day. The BMFA 1st Area event is on the 10th of next month so I hope
your winter builds and repairs have been made and some calm spells for trimming have been
found. We can but soldier on. Idyllic calm spells must come soon one would hope.

Right, what have we got this issue?

 First and foremost we have our retiring secretary Roger Newman’s report on the 2023
SAM1066 AGM.

 Peter Hall gives us another of his Couprofiles, this time the victim is Ivan Taylor, an
experienced modeller with a number of strings to his bow.

 Pylonius has a dig at lost R/C models with no address labels, Introduction of ‘The
Scottish Rally’ and a few observations on bent wire undercarriages.

 I’ve dug up another of my master pieces from a 2001 Clarion, this time my Keil-Kraft
Gipsy is the subject. It’s a catalogue of trials and tribulations that can occur when a
good design gets into the wrong hands.

 News Review from 1949 Reports: The development of International Decentralised
Competitions: The continued expansion of the SMAE Areas: And the forthcoming Model
Engineer Exhibition.

 The ‘Trinity’ Indoor meetings are the subject of Nick Peppiatt’s piece this month,
supported with pictures galore.

 Heard at the Hangar Doors from 1954 comments on: The SMAE Annual Dinner:
Difficulties in obtaining Aviation apprenticeships: Review if Sir Frank Whittle’s book
’Jet’: And the Wright Brothers 50th anniversary of their first flight.

 A couple of pieces from Ray Malmstroms book ’60 Years of IVCMAC’: an appreciation
piece by terry King : and another of Rays models, ‘Invicta’.

 Roy Tiller continues his look at Eagle books.
 I delved into Wikipedia and offer you the ‘Gossamer Condor’ story of man powered

flight and the two Kremer Prizes for fig.8 flight and Channel crossing.
 I was guided by my daughter to the website of one Joshuaw Finn who has a lot of good

videos on youtube. A lot of indoor and good interesting stuff.
 Engine Analysis is the DC Manxman, I’ve never come across one of these myself. In my

control-line days we were looking for 3.5’s for combat and I am surprised that non of
us acquired one.

 Our Chairperson Tony Shepherd, in response to questions raised at the AGM, has
produced a list of questions as to the future direction for SAM1066. He requests input
from the membership in order that our association moves in the right direction.

 Our new secretary Ray Elliott has penned his first ‘Notes for the Month’ and introduces
himself with a bit of a biography.

 Roger Newman’s Plans for the Month has been expanded to comment on models he
himself has built in the past. He promises to write similar articles for future editions
of the new Clarion. One subject being EVTOL, electric vertical take-off & landing,
particularly man carrying.

Editor
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SAM1066 AGM - Roger Newman

SAM1066 2023 AGM - Minutes of the meeting

The AGM was held as a Zoom meeting on 10th Jan 2024. Officers reports had been previously circulated to members
who signed up to Zoom to participate.
The Chairman opened the meeting at 7.00pm. Apologies for delayed log-in had been received from NC Editor who joined
the meeting during proceedings.
Reports were accepted by the meeting with the following comments: Chair – weather & comps affected badly, poor
participation & low entries were consequence; Accounts & Treasurers Report – question from Mike Woodhouse regarding
carry forward of prizes from Croydon Wake Day answered by Hon Treasurer. Accounts as presented accepted by meeting.
Hon Treasurer commented that finances were in a healthy state, due mainly to proceeds received from the estate of the
late Lindsey Smith. Hon Treasurer proposed that comp entries & prizes should be free of charge for 2024, agreed
unanimously. Membership Secretary's report accepted by meeting, possible exploration of website update was
commended, any suggestions would be gratefully received..
Library – meeting accepted suggestion from Magazine Library Officer to digitise selected copies & plans of recently gifted
MRA (French) magazines, cost approx £80.
Election of Officers – all Committee members re-elected except retiring secretary. Ray Elliott proposed as new Secretary
by Ken Brown & seconded by Roy Tiller, accepted by meeting & welcomed in post by Chairman.
Annual Subscriptions; the meeting unanimously agreed that subscriptions for 2024 should remain at no cost.
AOB:
(I) the Chairman initiated a short discussion on the future activities of the club. It was felt that an alternative venue to
Salisbury Plain Area 8 could encourage more flying, particularly if meetings could be a mix of social (fun) flying & comps.
The difficulty – as always, is finding such an alternative. Buckminster was briefly discussed but distance & relative
smallness of site is potentially a problem. Luffenham could be an possible alternative – to be further explored, as could
Odiham.
(II) Meeting agreed that joint Croydon / SAM1066 meetings in Spring & Autumn should continue. The Chairman suggested
that consideration is given to possible combined venue & postal comps as a means of attracting more entries.
(III) A short discussion on the disposition of trophies indicated that the BMFA probably would not be receptive of holding
more, but Hon Treasurer will contact Doug Hunt to verify. In meantime, the meeting agreed that winner of any comps that
carry a trophy may keep that trophy.
The meeting was then terminated by Zoom time running out. The Chairman has asked that a vote of thanks be given to
all officers of the Committee.

Officers Reports
SAM1066 Chairman’s Report for AGM 2023

As per last year, I started to write this report by looking at what I had written the year before. The first thing that really drew my attention
was this sentence:
Whether it was wind, rain or even excessive heat, there so often seemed to be something that popped up in time to put a spanner in
the works and I’ve desperately missed the chance to get out and have a few days sport flying where vintage models just stooge around
overhead.
No change there then!
For me in isolation it hasn’t been a particularly good year following back surgery in February which was a far bigger job than I’d
expected and therefore took much longer to get over than I’d hoped.  As a result of this my first outdoor flying of the year was early in
November when one of those lovely, Autumn days turned up on Salisbury Plain.  It was great to be back flying again and enough to
rekindle some interest.
Going forward into 2024 it would be good to think that we could run a few organised events with perhaps some contests but as I write
this I am at a bit of a loss as to know what format these should take in order to prompt some interest and participation.  The days of
hundreds of us at Middle Wallop are nothing more than a fading memory.  Even if we still had the access, we just don’t have the flyers.
I was communicating with a member the other day and he said that due to health issues he now flies indoor and quiet flight R/C electric
over in Essex.  Others are finding it difficult to drive so easily and the idea of getting up onto Salisbury Plain is of major concern to
them.  There are still the regular BMFA area, area centralised and nationals events so do these already provide sufficient flying days
for the needs of our members?
What do you want from SAM 1066 in the future?  Our list of members is now around 330 and whilst, within that, we have names of
those who are no longer with us due to passing on or just retirement from the hobby, I’m sure that there are still a reasonable number
that fly, so what can we do to get you out with your models to join us at future meetings?  Would postal competitions be a good option?
Or is it that you are all quite content to just receive the New Clarion each month?  I’d really like to know.
SAM 1066 has kept going through the year much as ever with the New Clarion going out each month.  We started the year in the
knowledge that Roger Newman was intending to stand down as our long serving secretary but had agreed to stay in the post unti l a
willing volunteer has been found to replace him.  I’m pleased to say that that has now happened (subject to the approval of the AGM
attendees).
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So now it’s time to thank those that do the work!   Editor, John Andrews who puts together the New Clarion every month has carried
out the task admirably as always.  Some months he is overburdened with new articles whilst in others he trawls back through past
editions to find something that is worthy of a second look.  You do a great job for us John so thanks to both you and Rachel and indeed
to all those who write for the NC.
Now at the end of his first year, Martin Pike has done a great job of keeping the website up and running and the membership list in
order so thank you for that.  I was concerned that we would have difficulty in filling Mike Parker’s shoes but Martin has just slipped
smoothly into the role.
Nick Peppiatt has once again kept control of our finances and we are still in a healthy state on that front as detailed in his annual report.
Thank you to Nick for this work and also to Dave Cox for doing the auditing.
Roy Tiller, ably assisted by Barbara, is still busily maintaining the library and we thank you for your continued work.  A recent donation
came in the form of the first 50 editions of the French magazine Le Modele Reduit d’Avion courtesy of a visitor from France and we
are now in the process and looking at how to make them available to the membership.
And finally to Roger.  Over the years he has worked so tirelessly for us.  Whether it has been reading the latest CAA documentation
and advising us on its impacts to our hobby or standing on Salisbury Plain in umpteen layers on a cold, windy day keeping scoresheets
up to date he’s been the man.  Thank you so much for all you’ve done for SAM 1066 and its members and I’m just pleased to know
that you’ll still be at the end of the phone just in case I need to ask you about something.
So to finish off, let’s hope we all have a healthy 2024, blessed with idyllic flying conditions. Tony Shepherd

SAM1066 2023 AGM: Secretary's Report
A report that is quite short & in truth little different from last year. The weather has been  spoiler through the year. Very little
competition activity, exacerbated by poor weather & inevitably a reduction in numbers participating.
As per last year Area 8 of Salisbury Plain remains the only viable flying site for competitions in the central south of the country. Even
Indoor flying is seeing a reduction in attendees.
However the New Clarion continues to provide us with a staple & interesting monthly diet of news & information. We owe a great deal
to John & I thank him very much, as indeed I do for all other Committee members who contribute their time & energy to keep us going.
Following the AGM, we should see a new Secretary in post. Please give him all your support, as you have done for me over the years.

Roger Newman

SAM1066 Treasurer’s Report for AGM 2023
2023 again sees the SAM1066 accounts in a healthy position, thanks to the generosity of the late Major Lindsey Smith in the donation
of his aeromodelling effects to the Society, as reported last year. The first BMFA auction, last October, was successful for us, thanks
to Roger Newman’s efforts; Lindsey’s items raising nearly £400, and the generous donation of articles by Roy Tiller raising a further
£134. Other items from Lindsey’s estate have been sold on an ad hoc basis, raising a further just over £200. Further items have been
donated as raffle prizes at the Indoor Scale Nationals, an event that Lindsey always liked to support and participate in.
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Unfortunately, as far as model flying contests were concerned, the weather was very much against us. Both the competitions on the
Easter Croydon Wakefield day and the July Cagnarata were cancelled. The only events that took place in this financial year were on
the Croydon Coupe day, 9th October 2022, which was very breezy.
As a result, expenditure was limited to that necessary to maintain the SAM1066 website, some wine prizes, that were eventually used
for the SAM1066 competitions on the recent Croydon Coupe day, 8th October 2023, and a much deserved 90th birthday gift to Our
Esteemed Editor of the New Clarion, John Andrews.
With the current healthy state of the accounts, membership of the society can remain free, as can competition entry.
Many thanks to Dave Cox for reviewing the accounts as presented.

Nick Peppiatt

Website and Membership Secretary Report AGM 2023
Goodness, a whole year has passed. I had some success in electric outdoor scale, and was not last on all the Nijmegen indoor classes
I entered - the standard was very high.
The website has been maintained, but not overhauled. The current format is dated, but functional. The content could be transferred to
a more modern-looking site. Do people feel that would attract more members?
The New Clarion appears as if by magic each month- thanks John. The usual access is via the website, but this month I had to send
it out by email. Do you have a preference?
If an email address is not used for a long time, a ‘box full’ message is sent back. I do not know if that member has a different address
or has died. If you know of the latter, do send me a message, I don’t want to upset the relatives.

Martin Pike

DBHL (Magazines) Report to Committee on year 2023
This year the library has spent money on book purchases to enhance the collection which has reduced the working funds to £5.21.
Donations of magazines and books to the library this year have included a most welcome set of the French magazine Le Module
Reedit d’Avion from issue No 1 to No 50, which are now stored in archive boxes together with other, rather later, copies of MRA.
These magazines have been listed on my working copy of the spreadsheet “Magazines held” and the plans in the magazines have
been listed in my working copy of the spreadsheet “Plans in magazines” I expect to have these spreadsheets ready for forwarding to
our webmaster, for the usual annual update of the spreadsheets on the website, during first quarter 2024.
A quick look at the usual magazine and plan websites found only MRA issue No. 1 to be available within the No. 1-50 range and a
sample check of 10 of the plans found none. It must be conclude that both the magazines and the plans are quite rare, certainly in any
easily accessible resource.
It has been suggested that we scan these magazines such that they are readily available to our members. Thanks to advice from our
retiring Secretary and our Editor, a satisfactory, and not too time consuming, procedure for this scanning has been determined. I would
expect to complete this scanning by mid to late 2024.
The magazines from issue number 10 to 50 include a loose insert plan.
None of the plans have title boxes or indication of magazine issue date or No. and some have no identifying name whatsoever.
Identification of the model name, designer etc. often relies on reference to the associated magazine.
In light of the rarity of these plans it may not be wise to risk them in the post. This and the lack of clear identification on the plans leads
me to suggest that I have then scanned by my local copy shop who have quote a price of £1.80 per plan for scanning. They would
copy the files to a mobile hard drive unit and/or provide a link for their download.
I will await the Committee decision on the scanning of the plans and advice on where the scanned files of the magazines and the plans
should be sent in order to make them readily available to members.

Roy Tiller

SAM1066 2023 AGM: DBHL Library Report

DBHL (Magazines) Report 2023
As my previous report, this year the library has spent money purchasing some books to enhance the collection which has reduced the
working funds to £5.21.
Donations of magazines and books to the library this year have included a most welcome set of the French magazine Le Modele
Reduit D’Avion from issue No 1 to No 50.
Look at the SAM 1066 Website. Click on “David Baker Heritage Library” and then “Magazines held” to see the Excel chart with a list
of the magazines held, and the gaps in the collection. If you can help to fill any of the gaps please get in touch.

Roy Tiller

DBHL (Plans) Library Report 2023
Minimal activity on the pdf plan request front, a sure sign that people are building less. However through the year, a dialogue has been
forged with the Bergamo Club in Italy, who have an extensive digital library. Through the good offices of Paolo Rossi (Secretary) the
content has been made freely available for on line downloading of a wide variety of magazines, plans & publications concerned with
Aeromodelling. Links have been published in the New Clarion as appropriate.
A few members have taken up a recent offer to request the complete DBHL plan library on a memory stick, which is good. The of fer
remains open to all.

Roger Newman
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Couprofile: Ivan Taylor - Peter Hall

Couprofile 18 Ivan Taylor

Having just done an article for the Aeromodeller about my Coupes it's not easy to put together
much new stuff. I hope all you Coupe buffs subscribe and will see the article.

My competition interest in rubber power started in 1974. Straight into Wakefield with the
help and encouragement of Joe Barnes, one of the top Aces in those days. A great guy.
In 1977 I had good year, especially with a 3rd at the Pierre Trebod against 71 entrants which
included the world's best Wakefielders. A real boost that was. ‘83 was my first W/champs, 7
more team places followed. Best results were 11th and 12th. Also some good placings at open
International events.

Later the introduction of purchased models en masse left me feeling not so competitive but
wishing to remain an Aeromodeller! So I have been heavily involved in FF Scale in recent years,
which has helped improve my building skills and to understand some aerodynamic issues not
previously encountered. But the wonder of duration has been rekindled with Coupes. I am also
keen to do better in 2024 with my 50g models. So along with some scale flying I should be kept
busy with repairs.

I have built two new Coupes since the first one, but have only flown the first in competition.
The latest was only completed just after my A/M article, so I can mention that! All three are
more or less the same.
A final check on the weight of the latest, before placing the pylon in the correct place for 60%
CG gave 71g. It must have dried out a bit having previously been 74g. This includes a Ruyter
bug.
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The prop assembly is a massive 25g so this gives the sort of nose length Wakefield modellers
dream of - I did, anyway. So the prop tips are only 1" from the wing TE when folded, excellent,
I think?

This Wakefield 'look alike' is not as Coupes are supposed to appear in public, so I'm told.
Honestly, they weren't intended to be so. The design is only based on my experiences of what
I believe works well for rubber driven duration models.
Whether this short nose model is successful or not remains unknown as I write, and that's the
pleasant tease when trying something a bit different.

My thermal picking technique? Well that
brings a smile to my face. It's a messy,
anxiety ridden business, I have no clear
understanding really, I'll use anything that's
on offer! Now bubbles I like, on the right
day, but they seem to have gone out of
fashion!
Insects are very reliable.

Other ramblings will be on sale from good
bookshops soon.

Australia 1993, Martin Dilly steadies the
wnding tube of the 90” span Wakefield prior to
the 1st round.

Flight time 2.59!
I finished 11th. We got gold in the team
placings.

Ivan Taylor/Peter Hall
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Extract from Model Aircraft February 1955
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The Gipsy’s Curse - John Andrews

Re-print of an article of mine from the old paperback ‘Clarion’ December 2001
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John Andrews
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News Review - Model Aircraft February 1949

Model Aircraft February 1949
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Indoor Isn’t for Everyone 73 - Nick Peppiatt

Activities at Trinity
November World War l competition

WW1 model line-up at the November Trinity meeting. From left, Jon Markovitz’s Halberstadt D.ll,
Steve Haines’ SE5a and DH 6.

Peter Smart’s BE2c, John Winfield’s Fokker D.Vll Peter Smart’s BE2e, Mike Stuart’s DH 5
and Junkers D.1. and Dave King’s Fokker D.Vlll.

Dave King’s B.A.T. Monoplane, Chris Brainwood’s Sopwith Pup and SE5a
your scribe’s BAT Baboon and Lurk’s BE2c.
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In recent months some well supported low key competitions have been held by the Trinity
Indoor Flyers group in Newbury. In November a World War 1 event was held and the following
is a summary of the relatively simple rules, which were devised by the CD, Andy Blackburn: -
1. Eligible models; military aircraft that flew between the official WW1 dates of 1914 and 1919.
2. Flight score. The total of three nominated flights (duration).
3. Static score. Calculated from the ratings (1-5) given by all in attendance.
4. Placing given by combining the flight ranking and the static ranking of the model. In the case
of a tie, the higher position goes to the model with higher flight score.
The entries, all rubber powered, can be seen in the photographs above, and, remarkably for a
scale competition, ten achieved flight times. The top results were remarkably close: -

Name Model Three Flight
Total (secs)

Flying
Ranking

Static
Total

Static
Ranking

Combined
Ranking

Nick Peppiatt BAT Baboon 133 2 28 5 7
Mike Stuart Airco DH 5 72 5 44 2 7
Lurk BE2c 62 7 44 2 9

There were several obscure types amongst the entries. In the case of Dave King’s B.A.T.
Monoplane, B.A.T. stands for British Aerial Torpedo. This aircraft started life as an early
drone, designed to be a radio-controlled weapon to target attacking Zeppelins. It was later
modified to accommodate a pilot. In the case of the BAT Baboon training aircraft, BAT is the
British Aerial Transport Company Limited.
A number of the entries have been feature plans in recent editions of the AeroModeller. Peter
Smart’s 16” span BE2c and BE2e, with Lurk’s drawings, was in February 2023, Chris Brainwood’s
wall foam Peanut SE5a in September 2023, which achieved the highest flight total of 136 s,
and my BAT Baboon Pistachio in January 2024.
And so to the December event

The Malmström Mêlée in December

A line-up of some of the Ray Malmström designed entries. The Space Ace was the most popular entry.
Which ones do you recognise? Plan in the book, Ray Malmström, 60 years of IVCMAC.

Again this event, which I mentioned in my report of the November Henley indoor meeting (IIFE
71, NC December 2023), featuring some photographs of potential entries, was very well
supported with 23 entries (multiple entries by one competitor were allowed). The competition
was run on similar lines to the November World War 1 event, but the flight score was the total
of the best two. CD Lurk’s intention was to run the event on Christmas party lines and to
maximise the distribution of prizes. That was more than achieved, great fun being had by all!
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Mike Stuart’s winning 80% Bi-Star. I rather liked Ray Goodenough’s Flier Phil’s Flier,
Plan published in AeroModeller, December 1973 but, unfortunately, it didn’t! Plan in the IVCMAC book.
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Mike Stuart’s beautiful 80% Bi-Star placed first, with Steve Haines ‘The Wren’ biplane third
(see model photo in IIFE 71). My entry was a FeatherFly, plan published in the December 1956
AeroModeller, see Ray’s delightful drawing above, which, much to my surprise, came second.

Mick Langford’s SAAB Viggen Paul Masterman’s Viking (plan in IVCMAC book)
(plan from Meccano Magazine, May 1967). and your scribe’s FeatherFly.

This model achieved good flight times, placing third here, with 104s total, but being a rather
ugly duckling, gained a surprising number of points in the beauty parade (ie. more than zero!).
Ray made his propeller blades from one of his younger daughter’s shuttlecocks. In my case,
YogurtPotFly would be a better name, as the blades were made from an old styrene yogurt pot!

Forthcoming indoor events
The third BMFA South Midland Indoor Flying Extravaganza will be held on 25th February 2024
in the large Wycombe Leisure Centre Sports Hall (three times the size of the hall at Trinity).
Full details can be found on the BMFA website

BMFA South Midland Indoor Flying Extravaganza 2024! – BMFA Contests & Events
As in previous years there will be a mixture of both free-flight and radio flying in 20min slots.
This is a nice hall and event, so please attend if you can.

Nick Peppiatt
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Heard at the Hangar Doors - Aeromodeller February 1954
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Aeromodeller February 1954
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Editor’s FF Montage - John Andrews

Getting a bit short of actual home brewed content, so I though a few pictures from my stock
of things past when I was still active might be of interest.

These are a couple of scans of photographs from my Open Rubber days. The first being my
first competitive model ‘0-1’ way back in the distant past, late 50’s I think. It was lost at Middle
Wallop when it D/T’d over the wood and could not be found. The second is quite a bit later and
is my development into ‘0-3’ which was the best model I ever had, 90 to 100 gms of rubber
maxing most of the time.
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I eventually cut 2 bays off the nose and moved the rear dowel point forward to cater for the
change to 50gms. Still flew well and lasted for a number of years until it finally disintegrated
through old age. The replacement ‘0-4’, was both slimmer and lighter but was never as good.

The demise of ‘0-3’ Slimmer ‘0-4’

I had a somewhat less than serious dabble at Coupe. I cobbled together a model using an old
wing and tail and a built-up fuselage using an old arrow shaft for the boom. The old wing was
too small, flat bottomed and heavy so I soon had to make a new larger and lighter one. I used
a small double bladed prop assembly that our founder David Baker gave me quite a few years
back. This model was reliable but not really competitive, although I did achieve third place
nationally in one area event, what the other competitors were doing beats me.

The makeshift Coupe The retrieval system was reliable
but the model did not normally go far

My first power model was a ’Slicker 50’ way back in the early 50’s. It was powered with a Frog
160 glow. I was new to proper free-flight and had only seen sports power models so, I knew not
of engine timers and D/T’s etc. ie. no D/t, no engine timer.
First time start, full fuel tank, the model climbed too well for too long and was long gone never
to be seen again.
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My efforts at Free-Flight Power were relatively insignificant, but I did win a British Power
competition with my first PAW 1.5 powered ‘Stomper. I lost the first ‘Stomper’ at a Nationals,
D/T’d over a field of high weird grass and although the field was full of modellers no ‘Stomper’.

The Slicker 50 My ‘Stomper No.2

I found the ‘Stomper’ a very easy model to trim, both of mine needed very little deviation from
the initial set-up. Mainly a little weight on the tail to get the glide nearer the stall. This was
probably due to the PAW 1.5’s being heavier than the Elfin the model was designed for. The
model is really under powered by modern standards and keeping the warps in is sometimes
difficult when the model gets a little older and tissue repairs have taken place. George Fuller,
the designer, told me he had had the same difficulty.

I did get round to building a ‘Dixielander’ with Frog 2.49 power. Wing folded on initial trimming,
repairs were affected but it still remains untrimmed, it’s in the garage somewhere.

Yours truly with the ‘Dixielander’ in the car park at Warwick Racecourse.
I used to do my trimming there, on the racecourse that is, not in the car park

Well that’s filled a few pages, hope it’s not been too boring
John Andrews
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Ray Malmstrom’s IVCMAC - Terry King

From the book 60 years of IVCMAC (Courtesy Chris Vaughn)
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Invicta - Ray Malmstrom
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From the book 60 years of IVCMAC (Courtesy Chris Vaughn)
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DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No.156 Eagle book of……
Last month we referred to two books edited by
Ray Malmstrom, the “Eagle Book of Hobbies”,
published in 1958, and the “Eagle Book of Model
Aircraft”, published in 1959. Ray was on a roll and,
in 1960, edited the “Eagle Book of Spacecraft
Models”.

The first chapter is an overview of the various
types of spacecraft models. The next two
chapters cover Materials and Tools required, all
pretty much the same as covered in the previous
year’s book, so perhaps it is best to move straight
into a look at the designs offered.

The Moon Rocket is a 13” wingspan
glider designed to be easy to build,
which for the most part it is. The
pair of half round fuselage sides,
scored and bent from 1/16” sheet
balsa, being the main challenge. Ray
emphases the importance of
balancing the model by adding lead
(rolled up old cement tube) to the
nose-cone such that the model
hangs level. The launching catapult
comprises the peg shown in drawing
“stage 7” which is to be driven into
the ground with 10ft of 1/8” rubber, 20ft of thread and a paper clip attached. A 4” X 2” piece
of old handkerchief is to be tied to the line, 6” from the paper clip, to “help you to locate your
line on the flying field.” Trimming instructions are given for the initial test hand-launch flights
which are to be carried out over “long grass”. Initial catapult flights are to be made using the
front hook and pulling back about 12ft, progressing to 24ft, or more, pull back and, in calm
conditions, the use of the rear hook may prove to be beneficial.

The 5” wingspan Deep Space Rocket Vehicle is,
as you will see from the picture and the operating
instructions, designed to “fly” along a level line
stretched between two trees when powered by a
“Jetex 50C” power unit. No trimming required,
just load up, hook up, light up and off she goes!
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The Martian Flying Saucer is a true free flight
power model of 10” span (and diameter) again fitted
with a “Jetex 50C”.  Ray reasserts the importance
of the balance of the model. This is to be checked
with an “unloaded Jetex 50C” as stated both in the
article and on the assembly drawing.

Test glides are to be made with an unloaded Jetex motor. To achieve a shallow glide,
adjustments are to be made with the nose weight, and for a straight glide, weight added to
the wing on the opposite side to the turn. Power flights, with just one pellet fitted to the
motor, may then be tried, being very careful to
launch the model with the wings level and “do not
throw the model—push it away from you.” Having
achieved a successful flight, “if anyone tells you
that flying saucers do not exist—well, you know
what to reply!”

The Man in Space spreads his arms to a full 15”
wingspan if we measure right to the tips of his
fingers. His power pack is the well-used Jetex
50C.
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Pre-flight checks are as with the previous models and flight trimming has its own series of
sketches complete with wind blowing gently over long grass.

The Earth Satellite is a Jetex powered, saucer designed for indoor Round The Pole flying.

“With lots of ventilation flying this model indoors is plenty of fun”

“Load your Jetex motor, insert it in the clip and light the igniter wick with a piece of
smouldering balsa wood. Hold the model by the top and, with the line fairly taut, push it smartly
forward as shown in the sketch. Your satellite will orbit the pole until the charge or charges
are expended. The landing is fairly hectic but, as it is an all-sheet model, repairs are easy and
quick—and remember that the real sputniks burn up when re-entering the earth’s atmosphere!”
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Next it is control line flying with an introductory chapter which we will skip and move on to the
two designs offered to the “Orbital Flying” enthusiast.

“Out if This World” is the author’s description applied to
his Heli-Saucer and yes, it is a combined helicopter (or
more correctly autogiro) and flying saucer of just 10” span
and diameter. All you need to make your own is a DC Merlin
engine, a few bits of balsa and some C/L bits and pieces.

The Space Patrol Craft is also a control line model
powered by a DC Merlin engine, in this case perhaps best described as a tailless model.

Should the urge to “Go Fly a Model” have disappeared then Ray has something to interest you.
The Terradelta is a rubber-powered, four-
wheeled car, fitted with a pusher propeller and
measuring 16” in overall length.
This is no “light weight”, with plenty of sheet and
block balsa in its construction: a good home for
all those rather too heavy sheets of balsa and
old bits of balsa block which seem to accumulate
in most aeromodeller’s workshops.
The motor consists of 6 strands of 1/8” rubber
16” long which is initially wound to 100 turns and
gradually increased to 500 turns. Run the car on

a smooth surface and, if your space is restricted, you can add guide hooks beneath the axles
and pass a thread through the guides with the ends secured at the required route.
The Inter Planetary Spaceliner display model may suit the stay at home modeller.

The full article and plan for all the designs in the
book available by email.

Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email: roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Gossamer Condor - Wikipedia/Internet

MacCready Gossamer Condor

The MacCready Gossamer Condor was the first human-powered aircraft
capable of controlled and sustained flight; as such, it won the Kremer
prize in 1977. Its design was led by Paul MacCready of AeroVironment,
Inc.
Design and development
The Kremer Prize had been set up in 1959 by Henry Kremer, a British
industrialist, and offered £50,000 in prize money to the first group that
could fly a human-powered aircraft over a figure-eight course covering a
total of one mile (1.6 kilometers). The course also included a ten-foot pole
that the aircraft had to fly over at the start and at the end. Early attempts
to build human-powered aircraft had focused on wooden designs, which proved too heavy. Very early attempts – notably
the HV-1 Mufli [de] and Pedaliante – used catapult launches.
In 1961, Southampton University's Man Powered Aircraft SUMPAC took to the air at Lasham Airfield on 9 November,
piloted by Derek Piggott, achieving a maximum flight of 650 metres (2,130 ft). One week later, on 16 November, the
Hatfield Puffin flew, and eventually managed a maximum flight of 908 metres (2,979 ft) but it was difficult to turn. The
Jupiter managed 1,239 metres (4,065 ft) in June 1972. The Nihon Stork B achieved over two kilometres (1.2 mi) in 1976.
In the early 1970s, Paul MacCready and Peter B. S. Lissaman, both of AeroVironment Inc., took a fresh look at the
challenge and came up with an unorthodox aircraft, the Gossamer Condor. He took his inspiration from hang gliders,
increasing wing area so that the drag of the wire bracing needed would be reduced. The Gossamer Condor is built around
a large wing with a gondola for the pilot underneath and a canard control surface on a fuselage extension in front, and is
mostly built of lightweight plastics with aluminium spars.
Operational history
The Gossamer Condor evolved over a period of time through three distinct versions. The first version, known by
MacCready as the Pasadena version, was a proof-of-concept aircraft which flew only once, in the parking lot of the Rose
Bowl in Pasadena. The first aircraft carrying the name Gossamer Condor was known as the Mojave version, without pilot
fairings and other niceties, flown at Mojave airport by MacCready's sons on 26 December 1976. The record-breaking
version, known as the Shafter version, included improvements such as a pilot nacelle and double-skin airfoil sections,
allowing the aircraft to fly long distances as well as manoeuvre.
The aircraft, piloted by amateur cyclist and hang-glider pilot Bryan Allen, won the first Kremer prize on August 23, 1977,
by completing a figure-eight course specified by the Royal Aeronautical Society, at Minter Field in Shafter, California. It
was capable of taking off under human power.

Data
Role experimental aircraft
National origin United States
Manufacturer AeroVironment
First flight 1976
Status On display
Number built 1
Developed into Gossamer Albatross
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On September 22, 1977, Maude Oldershaw, wife of the chief construction engineer Vern Oldershaw, became the first
female to pilot a human-powered airplane under her own power.
The aircraft is preserved at the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum.
The success led Paul MacCready and AeroVironment to carry on with experimental aircraft: the Gossamer Albatross,
which crossed the English Channel; the Solar Challenger, a solar electric-powered version that also made an English
Channel crossing; and NASA's Pathfinder/Helios series of unmanned solar-powered aircraft.

General characteristics
Crew: one (pilot-engine) - Length: 30 ft 0 in (9.14 m) - Wingspan: 96 ft 0 in (29.25 m) - Height: 18 ft 0 in (5.49 m)
Empty weight: 70 lb (31.75 kg) -- Powerplant: 1 × Human

AeroVironment Celebrates the 43rd Anniversary of the record-setting, prize-winning 1979 flight
On June 12, 1979, the Gossamer Albatross became the first fully human-powered aircraft to cross the English Channel.
The 70-lb aircraft completed the 26-mile flight in 2 hours, 49 minutes, clinching the second prestigious Kremer Prize for
Dr. Paul MacCready.
A follow-up to 1977’s Kremer Prize winning Gossamer Condor (first sustained, controlled, human-powered flight), the
Albatross came about after two years of human-powered flight experiments. The main differences between the two aircraft
were a reduced wing area and shorter wing chord on the Albatross, along with the switch from an aluminium main structure
to carbon fibre-reinforced plastics.
“The initial construction and load-testing of the Albatross components was particularly interesting, since carbon fibre was
at that time a somewhat exotic material and there was very little practical knowledge of how to craft parts out of it,” said
Albatross pilot Bryan Allen. “There was a lot of camaraderie in the team, amusing stories of past experiences, and a fair
amount of brainstorming about how to solve particular problems on the airplanes and come up with better and lighter and
more-reliable solutions.”
Albatross test-flights began in the summer of 1978. Early flights at Shafter airport near Bakersfield, CA, yielded positive
results; however, flying near the ocean at Long Beach proved more challenging, with a series of malfunctions requiring
repairs and improvements. Eventually, the Albatross became able to make 15-minute flights, twice the length of previous
attempts. Following further improvements, including a new propeller design, Allen piloted the Albatross for a 13-mile, 69-
minute flight over Harper Lake in April 1979. “The one-hour, nine-minute, three-second flight at Harper Lake was my
favourite single flight,” Allen said.
As a long-time long-distance cyclist, Allen was built for the kind of challenge presented by the Gossamer aircraft. In order
to prepare for the Albatross’s English Channel flight, Allen trained both on the road (40-80 miles per day) and using an
ergometer (stationary) training bike. The ergometer training enabled Allen to quantify his performance and improvement.
The years of development and months of training came to a head very early on the morning of June 12, 1979. The media
began to gather around Paul MacCready at around 2:30 a.m., where the Albatross was being assembled in the dark.
Without hesitation, Paul calmly and slowly explained the progress of the preparations. According to Allen, “He said that
shortly, the plane would take off and fly from England to France.” There was no drama or uncertainty. Paul always had a
fundamental grasp of what is possible and what is not.
Just before 6 a.m., with Allen pedalling at the rehearsed 75 rpm, the Albatross lifted off the make-shift runway at The
Warrens near Folkestone, Kent, and headed out over the English Channel. Calm seas and lack of wind foretold a
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potentially worry-free flight, but soon after take-off, the trouble began. “I got a triple-whammy of failures,” Allen said. First,
the transmit button on the radio failed, leaving Allen unable to talk to control personnel in the chaser boats. He was still
able to receive communications from them, however, and could communicate with them using hand and head motions.
Second, Allen’s water supply ran out. Due to unexpected headwinds, the flight took 49 minutes longer than planned.
Without adequate water later in the flight, Allen suffered leg cramps from dehydration. Finally, the airspeed instruments
and acoustic altimeter failed when their batteries expired. Again, this was due to the flight taking longer than predicted.
Without these instruments, Allen could not know his height above the water or his speed.
As the headwind increased, so did uncertainty among onlookers that the flight would be successful. With the far shore
nowhere in sight and turbulence taking its toll, the trailing Zodiac pulled into position to hook onto the aircraft and abort the
flight. When he increased the aircraft’s altitude to allow the Zodiac to pull underneath the Albatross, Allen discovered the
air was less turbulent higher up. As the Zodiac got closer to the plane, Bryan kept moving away. Bryan requested another
five minutes, and then another five minutes, and then another five minutes. This went on for over an hour.
The surface wind calmed slightly and the Albatross continued toward Cap Gris-Nez, France. Persisting through equipment
failures, exhaustion, and careful negotiation of the rocky French coastline, Allen landed the Albatross on the beach at Cap
Gris-Nez. “There were so many unknowns on that flight that I could not be certain we’d make it, but I was certain I’d use
every resource in trying,” Allen said. Beyond the pouring of champagne and the Kremer prize, the flight of the Gossamer
Albatross remains a story of ingenuity and heart, 30 years later.
When the Kremer prize was originally announced, it was assumed that 20 years would pass before it was won. Paul’s
optimism was what kept the project moving at such a momentous pace. He kept saying, “We’ll win it next week.” “The
Condor and Albatross were dealing with fundamental physics, right at the edge of the possible. So it seemed to me they
would be remembered and written about for a good long while” said Allen. He went on to say, “I am very pleased to see
that finally some of the things about efficiency and quality of life that Dr. MacCready was talking about and advocating 30
years ago are making it into our societal discourse.”
The Gossamer Albatross is currently on display at the National Air and Space Museum in Washington, DC. and the
Gossamer Albatross II is on display at the the Museum of Flight in Seattle.
AeroVironment, the company that Dr. Paul MacCready founded, remains committed to his philosophy of “doing more with
much less,” and today is the leader in unmanned aircraft systems.

Wikipedia/Iternet
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Internet Videos of Joshuaw Finn - Editor

https://youtube.com/@joshuawfinn?si=eAy5r3a0XA4YPrxW

As you can see this is a youtube website run by Joshuaw Finn.
When you open it up you will get the image seen below.

This guy has put many videos together and these appear to be his latest.
Everything this guy does is fascinating and all his videos are worth a look.
He is particularly interested in indoor flying and has made many models

and he demonstrates in all sorts of locations from his living room to huge hangars.

If you copy and paste the site ref into your web browser.
it should take you to the site.

It’s well worth a look.

Editor
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Engine Analysis: DC Manxman - Aeromodeller February 1957
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Aeromodeller February 1957
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Chairman’s Note re AGM - Tony Shepherd

What does the membership want from SAM1066?

At our recent Annual General Meeting the subject of future events arose and what
format these should take. In the end, this this year we’ve elected to hold a couple of
competition days again in conjunction with the Croydon club on Salisbury Plain – classes
will be those which have brought reasonable levels of entries in the past though 2023
was a bit of a wash out and we desperately hope that things are much better this year.
This exercise has raised the question of what the SAM 1066 membership actually want
from our organisation so in an attempt to get some ideas on what we do in the future
we would be most grateful if you would take a few minutes to have a look at the
following questions and send your answers and opinions to me.

1. Is Salisbury Plain a venue to which you would travel for a day’s flying?
2. If the answer to Qu 1 is “No” then where would you go to?
3. Do you want contests?
4. Do you fly sport models – free flight, radio control or control line?
5. If we held a gala event with both sport flying and contests would you come?
6. Are you interested in free flight or have other flying options taken over?
7. If you compete then do you fly more modern classes rather than vintage and

classic?
8. Would you enter postal competitions?
9. Do you only fly indoor?
10. Are you happy to receive the New Clarion each month and want nothing more?

Answers, comments and opinions to me at chair@sam1066.org
Tony Shepherd

Secretary’s Notes for February 2024 - Ray Elliott

I would just like to thank Roger for all his efforts over the last 12 years and to provide some
info on my background for those who don’t know me.
I am a retired civil engineer, born and brought up in Portsmouth but have lived in London for
many years.
I started aeromodelling in the late 50’s and I recall the first “proper” model I built being a
Keil Kraft Ajax (or maybe it was an Achilles). From that time, except for one control line model,
I have only ever built free flight duration models. My primary interests have been the various
rubber classes ‘though I did build some IC power models and a few gliders in the 60’s and 70’s.
About 20 years ago I built the first of several vintage models and that is when I became aware
of SAM1066 and flew in many of the great contests at Middle Wallop.
In more recent years I have taken a keen interest in the emerging electric classes (E36, BMFA
Electric, F1Q). I have been a member of the Croydon and District MAC since 1967.
I look forward to doing my bit to keeping the 1066 show on the road.
We have two contests this year jointly with the Croydon club. These are to be held on the 1st

April and 13th October on Salisbury Plain. See details below.
Ray Elliott
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Plans for the Month - Roger Newman

Notes from North Wales

Your esteemed Editor has gently persuaded me to keep writing something for the Clarion other
than my Secretary's Notes of late, which are now in the capable hands of our New Sec. So this
time, I've combined the usual plans for the month with a step back in time to when life was
very different.
The three plans for the month are all of Keil Kraft designs & being of the first three models
that I ever built for each of the primary categories of rubber, glider & power free flight.
The first was a rubber powered  model – one of the KK Flying Scale series - an Ercoupe,
probably covered with the white tissue that was included in the kit as I didn't know that
coloured tissue existed – can't remember the exact date but it would have been around 1952
or 1953. The poor Ercoupe was likely very badly built but it was my very first model so I had
an excuse. Test glides & attempts to get it in the air took place in the local Rec but it never
flew – nor did any other of the rubber powered Keil Kraft Flying Scale series that were
subsequently built, they all inevitably ended up in bits. I had more later success with the Jetex
50B powered flying scale models. But we were persistent in those days, with earnings from the
morning paper round squandered on multiple rubber powered Flying Scale models – all with the
same fatal end results.

No doubt many SAM1066 members experienced a raft of similar experiences.

Then gliders were discovered. My friend built a Keil Kraft Dolphin, but I aspired to greater
height, saved the extra pennies & purchased a Keil Kraft Invader kit. By this time, coloured
tissue had been discovered & a sheet of red lightweight Modelspan was acquired – I think for
about 2 or 3 old pence a sheet. This was a big model – all of 40” span but of course no auto
rudder & twin fins to boot. So the art of towing became a mission, with early lessons that one
doesn't have to run as fast as possible without observing the model to get the thing in the air,
otherwise disaster strikes very quickly. However the plus side was that one learned how to
repair a model quite well & in the end, success was achieved in as much that a good flight would
go all the way across the Rec & most likely end up up in one of the big trees on the boundary
of the field. Accomplished tree climbing became mandatory for both the Dolphin & the Invader.
Curiously no fly-aways ever happened, probably because the models weren't anything like
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trimmed well enough to glide properly. Then we discovered that there was a local Club – the
Wolverton & District Model Aircraft Club where juniors were accepted & even tolerated with
occasional pearls of wisdom being passed down!
The next glider was an A2 Corsair but that's another story.

Keil Kraft Invader

The first venture in the realms of power modelling was eventually made after saving up for the
inevitable second hand Mills 75 & once again going through another learning curve of how to
start an engine without knowing anything about what to do, at the expense of painfully battered
& cut fingers. Once again, persistence won out, engine starting became “easy” & a choice of
model was made. My friend decided on an ED Bee & a Keil Kraft Pirate, but I was hooked at
around the age of 14 by the looks & glowing words of the advert for the Keil Kraft Skylon.

Skylon
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This is (I think) the first ad that appeared on the back page of the June 1952 Aeromodeller.

Note the price of the kit but it must have been 1954 when I bought the kit, so it was probably
a little more expensive, however my paper round earned 10/6 a week so it wasn't too much
effort to save up for it.  With a bit of help from WDMAC seniors, the kit became a model.
Yellow tissue adorned the wings & tailplane & blue tissue the fuselage, coated by high gloss fuel
proofer. Did it fly – well yes but never as a competition aeroplane as I must have been too
nervous to wind up the Mills to its modest top revs. Instead, we were content to fill up the
tank with the engine just popping over & it would make stately ascents in large circles to great
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heights which was very pleasing & we still really didn't know about thermals. So one day, the
inevitable happened & it flew away – never to be seen again much to my chagrin. All part of
life's rich pattern but hugely enjoyable at the time.

There we have three plans for the month. Perhaps other members have equally fond memories
of their trepidatious footsteps into the world of free flight to relate?

Next month, something quite different, perhaps a venture into the present & the future with
a short look at EVTOL creations of our current age, as they – for sure – will very much affect
the future of all model flying (well perhaps not control line). Their impact on aviation regulations
will be as profound, if not more so, than the current drone environment.

PS: EVTOL seems to be the modern day acronym for a relatively small flying object capable
(hopefully) of carrying a few people that can take off, hover, transition to forward or backward
flight and land vertically thanks to an electric propulsion system. It may be autonomous
(without pilot) or with pilot & of course stands for “electrical vertical take-off & landing
aircraft”.
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Roger Newman
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Provisional Events Calendar 2024
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional. Check websites before attending

February 25th Saturday Coupe De Brum, Luffenham
or February 26th Sunday

March 10th Sunday BMFA 1st Area
March 16th Saturday Le Petit Class’Q de Brum, Luffenham
or March 17th Sunday
March 29th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston

April 13th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
April 14th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
April 28th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area

May 18th Sunday BMFA 3rd Area
May 25th Saturday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
May 26th Sunday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
May 27th Monday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain

June16th Sunday BMFA 4th Area

July 7th Sunday BMFA 5th Area
July 21st Sunday BMFA 6th Area

August 3rd Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
August 4th Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
August 18th Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 1st Sunday BMFA 7th Area
September 14th Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 15th Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain

October 6th Sunday BMFA 8th Area
October19th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue, Barkston

November 5rd or Sunday Buckminster Gala, BMFA Centre
November 17th Sunday

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk
Vintage Model Co. www.vintagemodelcompany.com
John Andrews www.johnandrewsaeromodeller.webs.com

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested in
your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor John Andrews


